THE MBEKI CHALLENGE
by Michael Ellner
Of Dogma and Debate - A Brief History
Debate gave life to science just as Dogma took life from religion. Noticing that the AIDS
Establishment would not allow anyone, regardless of their qualifications or expertise, to
question the sacred truths of The First Church of HIV, Mr. Thabo Mbeki, the President
of the Republic of South Africa, saw that in the field of AIDS, the line between the
debate of science and the dogma of religion was being blurred. So he began to ask
questions. And the answers led to an advisory panel debate where the central question
itself was broached - was it debate or dogma that was taking life?
As a result, when Mbeki stood up to open the 13th International AIDS Conference, he
stood up to the International AIDS Religion itself. Knowing that he would be damned if
he challenged the conventional wisdom that HIV caused AIDS .and that the people of
South Africa were doomed if he didn't, he followed his conscience. He boldly stated in
gentle yet uncompromising terms that the primary threat to the health of millions of
Africans was not HIV, but the drastic economic and social realities that they were facing.
In truth, he was speaking up on behalf of many millions more around the world; millions
whose health is breaking down not because of genetic flaws or viral infections, but
simply because they are no longer able to meet their basic human needs.
I admire President Thabo Mbeki's courage and leadership and can only hope that the
dissident movement will utilize this golden opportunity to bust the trust. The real gold
though is in fact that the President opened a door for the people of the world to re-think
conventional medical authority. The question is, will they do it? Will we?
AIDS Is a Symptom
Civilization is in a tailspin - everything is backwards, everything is upside down- doctors
destroy health, psychiatrists destroy minds, lawyers destroy justice, the major media
destroy information, governments destroy freedom and religions destroy spirituality - yet
it is claimed to be healthy, just, informed, free and spiritual. We live in a social system
whose community, wealth, love and life is derived from alienation, poverty, self-hate and
medical murder - yet we tell ourselves that it is biologically and ecologically sustainable.
Hidden in plain sight is the terrifying fact that we are either actively or passively
participating in our own demise!
Consider hurdle number 1: modern medicine. I assert that over the last 100 years,
Conventional Medical Science has become the largest and most powerful religion on
the planet. I further assert that we have empowered doctors to help us ignore the harsh
realities and (often fabricated) uncertainties of life. The sacred truths of medicine's high
priests can be and are enforced by the full force of the most powerful governments in
the world because we all depend on them to lie to us. Please consider these assertions

seriously!
The stakes are very high indeed. The average person takes it on faith that sex=death,
poisons extend lives and doctors know best, because people have been socially
hypnotized to dis-trust themselves and believe what they are told. Whenever something
doesn't make sense or a contradiction is exposed, the average person is able to ignore
the fact by slipping back into the group trance, and the HIV/AIDS programming fills in
the gaps. They know something is wrong about the AIDStory, but they are simply
unable to trust their ability to evaluate the evidence. And so, we form unconscious
contracts to act out our pre-conditioned roles. Which is why this is so much bigger than
AIDS and HIV.
With a highly respected world leader like South Africa's President Thabo Mbeki
however, questioning the conventional view of HIV/AIDS could actually inspire the
people of the world to actually take the time to examine the evidence for themselves.
But stand back if they were to actually do it!
Public Health officials would instantly lose their credibility. If all those HIV-doctors and
world class scientists could be so reckless and irresponsible, why should anyone
believe that the other doctors and scientists are being any more scientific or trustworthy
when it comes to cancer, heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, or even the flu? Why should
we fund public health agencies if they can't be trusted? Conventional medical
treatments and modalities would soon be held to the scientific method of validation, and
about 8095 of it's standard practice would be immediately discredited. Many
government health officials, pharmaceutical executives and healthcare professionals
would be facing massive lawsuits, not to mention criminal charges. The financial burden
on the giant trans-national pharmaceutical corporations alone would threaten the
economies of the world.
So, defending the dogma that HIV causes AIDS is indeed a matter of both national and
international security. It is even a matter of personal security - maybe it's better not to
know just how corrupt conventional medicine is; maybe it's better to close the door
President Mbeki has opened.
Media-Medicine to Suppress the Symptom
I urge the HIV dissidents who haven't already done so to look seriously into this wider
social and medical context in which AIDS occurs and include it's role in their analyses.
Otherwise we are overlooking the key to solving the real and much deeper problem at
hand.
Now let's consider the second major hurdle: the major news outlets. Taken out of
context, it is impossible for the average person (or dissident) to get any sense of just
how profound the President's challenge to HIV/AIDS is. The president is indirectly
forcing issues that go way beyond "HIV" and that go right into the heart of the Social
and Medical Church. By creating the impression that Mbeki is a dangerous fool who is

wasting time and resources entertaining the crazy dissidents who question HIV, the
major corporate news outlets, serving their true but unstated social function (more on
this later), quickly neutralized Mbeki's very serious threat to their place of worship.
This attempt to silence the president culminated in the Durban Declaration, a statement
of non-science (read "nonsense") which the major media, compared to their coverage of
the dissidents, was a little too ready to widely publicize.
This pathetic document was a last ditch effort designed to slap the President,
disempower his advisory panel and re-establish the power of the Church. You see, the
Church knows that it is on very shaky ground here. They understand that one does not
have to be a medical doctor to realize that severe health risks and extreme living
conditions can explain the compromised health found in South Africa over the last 20
years. Nor does one have to be a scientist to figure out that prefabricated correlations,
dubious surrogate markers and sensational estimates are not scientific proofs.
Given all of that, when you consider the massive public relations and spin doctoring
necessary to maintain HIV dogma, you begin to see the unconscious collusion between
all of the folks who "need" HIV. This explains why so many otherwise intelligent gay
men mindlessly march into the pharmaceutical ovens - they are the main targets of the
high tech bone-pointing and subliminal programming to get sick and die.
The fact is that anyone who takes the time to examine the actual evidence can see that
the conventional medical practice and policies concerning AIDS/HIV have never been
validated by the scientific process, no matter how many doctors, scientists and public
health officials insist that it has. Their message was simple, "Ignore the evidence, trust
us and everything will be okay". Could they possibly be any more anti-science than
that?
The signers of the declaration are defending their choke-hold on the human psyche.
They can't afford to have their expertise challenged and found incompetent and/or
untrustworthy. That damn fool Mbeki could ultimately blow the lid off the most profitable
hoax in history: the murderous fraud that conventional medical science is based on the
scientific method! But why should anyone actually bother to examine the evidence when
the New York Times assures them that this foolish and untrustworthy President is a
threat to public health?
Remember, ideology is power, and there is great political, social and economic utility
when you can operate under the cloak of public health. By questioning the "final say"
authority of the transnational cartel of public health officials, President Thabo Mbeki has
created a window for humanity to save itself from the monsters they have created. But
again, will they take the opportunity? And again, will we?
The Decoy Function of HIV
The Medical Industries depend on our faith in their bankrupt institutions. We must admit

to ourselves that both the scientific journals and the major media have betrayed our
trust. We must see the blood on their hands. We must see the fact that they are part of
the AIDS/HIV Establishment, and that the AIDS/HIV Establishment is apart of them.
Sensational headlines and blatant censorship have breathed life into the AIDS and other
stories; acted as a protective front, an electronic condom if you will, for HIV and other
fraud. This is why the AIDS Establishment is part of the AIDS problem rather than part
of the AIDS solution.
Remember the "Red menace"? It's social function was to scapegoat all the social
problems in our lives. Economically it justified the multi-billion dollar war industries and
reinforced the manufactured belief that we need military experts, covert operations and
weapons of mass destruction to protect us from the communists.
Today, the collective Red menace has been replaced by the much more individual viral
menace. The "viral menace" is the prototypical scapegoat of the 21st century.
Economically it justifies the multi-billion dollar Medical War Industries which reinforce,
through their mystery, the manufactured belief that we need to invest in medical
experts, Public Health operations and chemotherapies of mass destruction to protect us
from "deadly" viruses.
The social function of the HIV/AIDS doctrine is to trivialize the role of the social, political,
economic and environmental burdens on the people at risk for AIDS, restrict sexual
expression and give scientific justification to this blatant population control. We must
come to terms with the fact that we still live in the time of Kings; that the bully still rules
the schoolyard and that "might makes right"; that the u.s. Centers for Disease Control is
a military agency which ultimately serves to reinforce u.s. control and policy in the name
of public health. Only then can we highlight the many human rights abuses that are
consistently masked, ignored, explained away or even justified by the generally
accepted view that science and technology are God and that modern medicine is His
universal religion.
If a holistic view of AIDS has taught us anything it is that we world that has crossed a
threshold, a world in which all living are/or will be at risk of a collapse of their natural
defenses. Perhaps it is easier to believe that sex=death, toxic poisons extend life and
doctor knows best. But is it wiser?
When an Irresistible Force Meets an Immovable Myth
I believe that there are two very powerful forces at play in the HIV/AIDS drama. There is
a world wide unconscious psychospiritual push for self-regulation, economic equality
and social justice, and there is an elite, insane and frightened power structure anchored
with "experts", desperately scrambling to maintain all of their failed institutions so that
they can, at all costs, continue to rule their trans-national social order. The recent UN
convention of major world leaders that was held in New York City was the latest wide
scale expression of this fact.

But as Albert Einstein pointed out, "The significant problems we face can not be solved
at the same level of thinking we were at when we created them". He also pointed out
that, "A fashion rules each age, without most people being able to see the tyrants that
rule them."
To really make meaningful changes, we must take a more comprehensive view of what
the "crisis" actually is and how this crisis evolved. One component of the problem is the
claim and legal enforcement of the idea that life and health and truth are the sole
province of doctors and scientists. This in itself one of the most destructive weapons of
both mass and self deception ever devised in history. It permits justification for the
whole spectrum of crimes against humanity.
The fact is that we're people first - all of us. This fact is the emotional basis for the
concept of democracy. By assigning the task of truth and life and health to "experts",
i.e., by making experts "first" and people "second", we absolve ourselves of all manner
of self, social and ecological responsibility.
This latter fact is the emotional basis for the concept of fascism. Here we create a social
space within which we can justify anything - all manner of bias, prejudice and sadism
because expert Y said this and expert Z said that. This is a very dangerous situation
and, in fact, it is precisely this situation that produced, allowed and has perpetuated not
only AIDS, but the full glory of HIV and all the other social decoys.
If the African renaissance is to blossom as "a democracy dependent upon neither
foreign handouts nor United Nations peacekeepers", as stated in the eloquent words of
South Africa's President, Thabo Mbeki, we all must keep in mind that "handouts" and
"peacekeepers" include both ideology and psycho-enslavement as powerful objects;
particularly medical and scientific ideology, and their use in the global enslavement and
exploitation of the world's people.
The ball is now in our court. It is up to us to help everyone we know to discern between
the real threats to our health like conventional medicine and the imaginary threats like
"HIV".
The Real Monsters
The Glaxo Wellcomes of the world thrive on this kind of exploitation, while the other
vested interests continue to maintain and profit from the very
psychospiritual/sociopolitical and economic abuses that poison our air, water and land
and finally our hearts, minds and souls.
They all may have the backing of the U.S. government, the UN, the WHO, IMF, the
World Bank and the AMA, but make no mistake about it, they need our consent to
exploit us. Which is why they have a major media in the first place. We urge you to pay
attention to the role corporate news outlets such as the New York Times play in shaping
the world's view about HIV and those who question HIV. It is simply a matter of public

relations.
In closing, I want to note the pathway taken by the many people I know who have
awakened out of their individual HIV/AIDS nightmare: each one has found their way out
by educating themselves and then questioning their HIV/AIDS doctors, challenging their
HIV/AIDS doctors and ultimately firing their HIV/AIDS doctors. I believe that if President
Thabo Mbeki is to lead his people (and the people of the world) out of the African
HIV/AIDS nightmare he too must follow a similar course. Thankfully it seems to me that
that is the very course that he is taking.
Extreme social and economic conditions may be the biggest threat to the developing
nations but, over all, the Church of Conventional Medical Science and the vested
interests they serve is the biggest threat to the health of the world!
Will we recognize the real monsters and the real threats before it is too late?
Michael Ellner is a driving force in challenging the murderous HIV/AIDS fraud. As the
President of HEAL (Health Education AIDS Liaison-NYC), Michael is dedicated to
helping people make truly informed choices and take charge of their health. He can be
reached at revdocnyc@aol.com, 212-873-0780 or via mail: C/o HEAL, PO Box 1103,
Old Chelsea Station, New York, NY 10113 or visit the HEAL gateway website:
www.healaids.com

